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Pupils enjoy the opportunity to display their 

work in a digital environment 
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Since 2003, about 400 students from USA, Israel, Italy, Spain, South 

Africa, China and Brasil have taken part in Kidlink projects 
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For the last 2 years, about 350 students have 

participated in Kidlink projects from Israel, Italy, 

Spain, Brazil, USA, China, Canada,                                

South Africa, Botswana 

1. What Does My First Name Mean? 

2. Time Machine 
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What Does My First Name Mean? 
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Israel, 

Canada, USA 

S.Africa, 

Botswana, 

Italy, China 

Teachers provide 

opportunities for peer 

interaction  

English, 

Catalan, 

Spanish 
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What Does My First Name Mean? 

Drawing by Flavia, age 12,  Italy-2004 

 

My first name is Flavia and it is in Italian. It 

is a roman family name which meant 

"golden" or "yellow-haired" from latin 

Flavus "yellow-golden". Flavius was the 

family name of the 1st-centuryroman 

emperors Vespasias, Titus and Domitian.  

 

I live in Suzzara, a town in Italy I know one 

person with my first name. My first name 

doesn't suit my character. I like my first 

name because it is short. My first name is 

very nice. I love my first name.   

Suzzara, Mantua, Italy  
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What Does My First Name Mean? 

My first name is Tal. It is in Hebrew.  

My name is like rain the the 

morning. It means "dew". 

I know many people with this name. 

I think that my first name suits my 

character but I don't have a reason! 

I just can't imagine myself with 

another name. 

I do not want another name. 

From Sieff and Marks School in Israel 
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My Name… from Botswana 

What is your first name? 

Moabi 

What language is it in? 

Setswana 

What does it mean? 

Giver 

Is there anything interesting or unusual about your first 

name ? 

no  

What city/country do you live in?    

Botswana  

How many people do you know who have the same 

first name as you ? 

2 

Does the meaning of your first name suit your 

character? 

yes  

What other name would you choose  

Jack 
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My Name from Durban, South Africa 

 

 

  My name is Zolani. 

It is a name in 

isiZulu. My name 

means Peace.I was 

born in 1992 when 

the people were 

looking forward to  

Peace in South 

Africa .I live in 

South Africa. 

I know 4 other 

people with my 

name.My teacher 

thinks I am a noisy 

person so… 
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My Name from China 
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Botswana 
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My Name from Durban, South Africa Pupils interact, share 

information, exchange 

ideas and opinions and 

work together. 
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New Jersey 
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New Jersey 

My name is Nicholas 

My name is in Greek 

It means Victorious people 

I never win anything 

I live in the U.S.A in Marlton N.J.      

From preschool to now,about 34  

I am not victorious. 

I like my name because I like 
Christmas and santas nick 
name is saint Nick 

I would like to have Randy 
because you don’t find many 
Randys. 
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New Jersey 

What is your first name?  Isaac 

What language is it? Hebrew. 

What does it mean? He will laugh 

Is there anything interesting or 

unusual about your first name?  

It?s kind of strange because it means 

I will laugh.  

What city/country do you live in?  

New Jersey U.S.A 

What other name would you choose? 

Jonathon  

Why did your parents name you this? 

They liked it better then Normandy. 
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Jerusalem, Israel 
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 . עובדים בשיתוף עם עמיתיהם ומחליפים מידע, התלמידים מתקשרים :ל"ת

Tasks 

encourage 

multiple modes 

of expression 
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Time Machine 
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Teachers allow 

pupils to make 

choices 
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Time Machine Introduction 
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English, 

Spanish, 

Portugue

se 

Teachers                                                    

encourage pupils 

to use English 

outside the 

classroom 
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Time Machine 

1. Research 

2. Birthday party – food,music,clothes 

3. Tour – geography,history 

4. Meeting with friends - culture 

5. Back home -reflection 

6. Writing the report 
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Pupils have 

opportunities to 

learn by doing 
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Santa Paula Madrid 

Suzzara 
Missouri 
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Brogan, Missouri 
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Chen, Jerusalem 
Pupils use the 

language as a 

means for 

gaining 

information in 

other areas 
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Julia, Italy 
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Dear Mika, We enjoyed reading your time machine 

project about Walt Disney. We think your writing is very 

good, we saw that you are a very intelligent & smart girl! 

The part we loved most was the part you told Walt 

Disney about his future... :) hope we'll be good friends, 

yours, Sarit, Noa & Shani from Israel! P.S. Happy 

Birthday ): !!! 

Hi. I like your drawing a lot. It is funny..and also it is easy 

to see what Pasteur is doing. He is a scientist. That is for 

sure!! Great. Hugs annetove (KIDART) Norway  
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Elisa, Italy 

I think that Patch Adams is a 

great person because he could 

invent an amusing and very 

useful manner to cure the 

children that are often 

frightened by doctors.  

ElisaFr (Italy) 
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New Jersey 
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New Jersey 
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Brazil 

מן
ז

 


